Spotlight on rituximab in the treatment of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitis: current perspectives
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Abstract: A 54-year-old patient presented to his general practitioner because of strong muscle pain in both thighs. Inflammatory parameters (CRP 16.3 mg/dL) and white blood cells (15 g/L) were elevated. The patient reported a weight loss of 10 kg in 4 weeks. There was no fever or any other specific symptoms. Urine dipstick examination and computed tomography of the chest were unremarkable. Because of increasing symptoms, the patient was referred to our department. Magnetic resonance tomography showed diffuse inflammatory changes of the muscles of both thighs. Neurological examination and electrophysiology revealed axonal sensorimotor neuropathy and ground-glass opacities of both lungs had occurred. Serum creatinine increased to 229 μmol/L within a few days, with proteinuria of 3.3 g/g creatinine. Kidney biopsy showed diffuse pauci-immune proliferative glomerulonephritis. Proteinase 3-specific antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies were markedly increased. Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score was 35. Within 2 days, serum creatinine further increased to 495 μmol/L. Plasma exchange, high-dose glucocorticosteroids, and hemodialysis were started. The patient received cyclophosphamide 1 g twice and rituximab 375 mg/m² four times according to the RITUXVAS protocol. Despite ongoing therapy, hemodialysis could not be withdrawn and had to be continued over 3 weeks until diuresis normalized. Glucocorticosteroids were tapered to 20 mg after 2 months, and serum creatinine was 133 μmol/L. However, nephritic urinary sediment reappeared. Another dose of 1 g cyclophosphamide was given, and glucocorticosteroids were raised for another 4 weeks. After 6 months, the daily prednisolone dose was able to be tapered to 5 mg. Serum creatinine was 124 μmol/L, proteinuria further decreased to 382 mg/g creatinine, and the Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score was 0. Maintenance therapy with rituximab 375 mg/m² every 6 months was started. At the last visit after 8 months, the patient was still in remission, with only minor persistent dysesthesia of the left foot and a persistent serum creatinine of 133 μmol/L.
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Introduction
The clinical presentation of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitides (AAVs) is heterogeneous and encompasses a wide spectrum of disease manifestations, ranging from localized disease to life-threatening multiorgan vasculitis. According to the revised Chapel Hill criteria, AAVs can be further divided into different entities, namely granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), and eosinophilic GPA.1 A recent cluster analysis of European Vasculitis Study Group studies suggests that with respect to clinical phenotypes, it might be reasonable to distinguish even more disease subsets.2 Necrotizing small-vessel vasculitis and granuloma formation (except in MPA) are the pathological hallmarks that can lead...
to severe damage of virtually every organ system, resulting in high morbidity and mortality if untreated.

With the advent of immunosuppressive therapies, the 1-year mortality of AAVs could be reduced over time from almost 80% without any treatment to 3%–18% with current immunosuppressive regimens. Major therapeutic advances were achieved by the introduction of glucocorticoid therapy in the 1950s, cyclophosphamide in the 1970s, and most recently rituximab. This review addresses current aspects of the use of rituximab in the treatment of AAVs, and emphasizes unanswered questions for future research.

Rationale for B-cell-depleting therapies – pathophysiological aspects

The mechanisms that lead to vessel inflammation and granuloma formation are still incompletely understood. The first hints of a pathogenic role of B cells came from the detection of autoantibodies to neutrophils in patients with systemic vasculitis, with proteinase 3 (PR3) and myeloperoxidase (MPO) being the major antigens of these so-called ANCAs. Major observations that underpinned a pathogenic role for ANCAs both in vitro and in vivo will be summarized in the following paragraph. The etiology of ANCA formation and vasculitis, however, is beyond the scope of this article, and has been reviewed in detail elsewhere.

Several in vitro findings suggest that antibody-mediated activation of neutrophils is substantially involved in endothelial damage. MPO antibodies and PR3 antibodies have been shown to activate neutrophils that were primed with tumor necrosis factor α, lipopolysaccharide, or activated complement factor 5. ANCA-activated neutrophils produce toxic oxygen radicals by respiratory burst and form neutrophil extracellular traps that can also be found in renal vasculitic lesions. Furthermore, ANCA-activated neutrophils are able to destroy endothelial cells in vitro. The pathogenic effects of ANCAs have also been shown in animal models in which infusion of the antibody was sufficient to induce vasculitis. While there are convincing models for MPO-ANCAs, less evidence is available for a direct vasculitis-inducing effect of PR3-ANCA. Finally, the induction of systemic vasculitis in a newborn by maternal–fetal antibody transfer of MPO-ANCAs supports the theory of a pathogenic role of ANCAs. These and other observations thus provide good evidence to target B cells, being the source of antibody production.

However, antibody production alone is not the only B-cell-mediated contribution to autoimmunity. B cells can act as antigen-presenting cells, secrete cytokines, and participate in the formation of lymphoid-like tissue in organs affected by autoimmune diseases, thereby perpetuating chronic inflammation.

Since B-cell activation in granulomatous endonasal lesions was shown in the presence of PR3-positive cells, at least in GPA, B cells may enhance progression from a localized disease to systemic vasculitis through antigen presentation and subsequent antibody formation. Different concentrations of B-cell-specific cytokines during remission and active disease further support the importance of B cells in disease flares. Interestingly, human neutrophils have the capacity to release B-cell-activating factor and a proliferation inducing ligand (APRIL), which may lead to an amplification of the pathogenic B-cell response by ANCA-activated neutrophils. Taken together, the compelling evidence for a pathogenic role of B cells provides a strong rationale for B-cell-targeted therapies in treatment of AAVs.

Pharmacology of rituximab

Rituximab is an unconjugated chimeric monoclonal IgGκ antibody against CD20, a transmembrane protein exclusively expressed by B cells. CD20 is expressed by mature B cells, but not by stem cells, early B-cell precursors, or plasma cells. Before its usage in autoimmune diseases, rituximab was broadly studied and approved for B-cell lymphomas. Therefore, a large body of evidence about pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics comes from hematological studies of the antibody, and the mechanisms of action are summarized herein.

Pharmacodynamics

Rituximab effectively depletes B cells, mostly by three different mechanisms: complement-dependent cytotoxicity, antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, and signaling-induced cell death. Although these mechanisms are well characterized in in vitro and animal models, it is less clear to what extent they contribute to B-cell depletion in humans. However, it seems evident that signaling-induced cell death by specific homotypic binding to CD20 is the least important of these mechanisms in vivo.

Most of the effective B-cell-depleting properties result from either nonspecific binding of the antibody Fc region to Fcγ receptors on immune effector cells (natural killer cells, macrophages, neutrophils) in the case of antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity or from binding to C1q and subsequent activation of the classical complement cascade in the case of complement-dependent cytotoxicity.
In addition, like other IgG molecules, rituximab can bind to epithelial cells and endothelial cells of various organs through binding to FcRn (Brambell receptor). This receptor is abundant in the human placenta, and facilitates transport of maternal IgG to the fetus. However, the receptor is also persistently expressed by different organs in adults, and has an important influence on the half-life of IgG and accordingly therapeutic antibodies by protecting them from degradation. After pinocytosis of IgG molecules, FcRn binds to IgG in the acidic environment of the endosome (pH 6–6.5), and thereby initially preserves IgG from proteolysis. Dependent on the cell type, IgG molecules can then be transported to the opposite cell surface (transcytosis), back to the same cell surface, or to the lysosome for subsequent degradation. The degree of the IgG-conserving properties of FcRn is shown by experiments in FcRn-knockout mice, in which the elimination rate of IgG is increased ten- to 15-fold. While antibody recycling prolongs the half-life of rituximab, the mechanism of transcytosis seems to play an important role in antibody delivery to different target tissues. With regard to AAVs, this may be of particular importance in the case of granulomatous manifestations.

Pharmacokinetics

In general, similarly to pharmacokinetics of small molecules, rituximab underlies different processes that influence its therapeutic effectiveness. These are absorption, distribution, degradation, and secretion. Rituximab binds with high affinity to B cells in blood vessels, lymph nodes, and bone marrow. Furthermore, it is able to leave blood vessels and bind to B cells of adjacent tissues, either by paracellular convective transport or by transcytosis. Rituximab is effectively distributed throughout extravascular spaces, except the central nervous system. Pharmacokinetic studies have shown that a steady state can be achieved after five infusions of a weekly regimen of 375 mg/m². Until this point in time, the serum trough levels of the antibody still rise between each infusion. When it comes to elimination, different mechanisms are involved, predominantly target-mediated elimination, proteolysis by phagocytizing cells, unspecific endocytosis, and lysosomal degradation via pinocytosis. Renal excretion by glomerular filtration does not play a role for the elimination of intact rituximab, due to its high molecular weight (143.4 kDa).

Of the aforementioned mechanisms, target-mediated elimination seems to play a minor role compared to the others, as CD20 is internalized relatively slowly by B cells. However, as rituximab is a type I IgG antibody, its internalization may be accelerated by FcγRIIB (CD32B), and thus can render B cells less accessible for FcγRIIA of phagocytes. It has recently been shown that patients with systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis have a highly variable rate of rituximab internalization, and the internalization rate was inversely correlated with B-cell depletion. Additionally, in cases of large amounts of available antigen (eg, in lymphomas), the absorption of rituximab by the tumor mass itself may contribute to the clearance of the circulating antibody. Given the presumably lower number of pathogenic B cells in autoimmune diseases, this is probably less important in these conditions.

Phagocytosis of opsonized B cells by the reticuloendothelial system appears to be the most important mechanism of rituximab elimination. The CD20-rituximab immunocomplex can also be “shaved” from the cell membrane, a mechanism called trogocytosis. The surviving B cells thereby express less CD20 on their surface and thus are less able to be attacked by rituximab, a mechanism that may explain why some patients respond to a lesser extent than others to rituximab treatment.

Taken together, distribution and elimination of rituximab determine the half-life of the antibody and affect therapeutically important parameters like area under the curve (AUC) and trough concentrations. According to pharmacokinetic studies, the median elimination half-life of rituximab is about 3 weeks and its median clearance about 18 mL/h. However, it is worth mentioning that marked interindividual differences can be observed in regard to pharmacokinetics. This is the case in particular for sex differences. Trough concentrations of rituximab and AUCs are higher in females than in males, and females thus had better clinical responses in several studies of lymphoma treatment. As already mentioned, internalization of CD20-bound rituximab from the cell surface seems to underlie interindividual differences. Finally, genetic polymorphisms of FcγRIIA may influence response to treatment by affecting the efficacy of B-cell phagocytosis; at least, this has been observed in patients with follicular lymphoma. Whether these interindividual differences to treatment efficacy can be transferred to vasculitis patients, however, is currently unclear and deserves further evaluation.

Implications for therapeutic drug dosing

At least for hematological malignancies, it has been shown that drug concentrations correlate with clinical response and therefore deserve attention. Patients with lower trough concentrations or AUC values had poorer responses in
some studies.\textsuperscript{41,44,45} Fewer data are available that correlate pharmacokinetic data of rituximab with clinical efficacy in autoimmune diseases.\textsuperscript{38,46,47} Dosing regimens for remission induction of AAVs have been mainly adopted by lymphoma protocols (4×375 mg/m\textsuperscript{2}) and RA protocols (2×1,000 mg), although it is not clear whether lower doses would be sufficient for particular patients. Notably, the kinetics of rituximab and B-cell depletion have been studied in pretransplant dialysis patients for reduction of human leukocyte-antigen antibodies. Single doses of 50, 150, or 375 mg/m\textsuperscript{2} were administered, and similar B-cell depletion with slow B-cell recovery was observed in all three groups, suggesting that lower doses might be required in nonmalignant conditions, due to a lower B-cell burden.\textsuperscript{46} Accordingly, lower doses of rituximab have been successfully used in different autoimmune diseases.\textsuperscript{49–53} However, we and others have studied low-dose rituximab in small cohorts of AAV patients with conflicting results.\textsuperscript{54,55}

**Rituximab for GPA and MPA**

Without any doubt, by the accumulated evidence since the first published case in 2001,\textsuperscript{56} rituximab has become a valuable alternative treatment for AAVs. Two randomized controlled trials have independently shown its noninferiority to cyclophosphamide in severe newly diagnosed or relapsing MPA or GPA, and rituximab has been approved for these indications by several international regulatory agencies.\textsuperscript{5,7} Moreover, rituximab has been studied in localized and refractory disease, even though most of these studies had an uncontrolled and/or retrospective design.\textsuperscript{57–63} There is also growing evidence of efficacy in eosinophilic GPA patients, but this topic is beyond the scope of this review.\textsuperscript{64,65}

**Remission induction**

Cyclophosphamide-based regimens are very effective in inducing remission in patients with AAVs. However, as cyclophosphamide treatment may be associated with major side effects, in particular, impaired fertility, infections, and malignancy, less toxic alternatives would be desirable. The rationale for B-cell-depleting therapy was discussed earlier in this article, and for the first time rituximab was successfully applied in a patient with considerable side effects after preceding cyclophosphamide courses.\textsuperscript{66} Subsequent uncontrolled series of refractory localized or systemic manifestations showed very promising results in nearly all patients treated with rituximab.\textsuperscript{66,67} Ultimately, rituximab efficacy was shown in direct comparison to cyclophosphamide (followed by azathioprine) in two pivotal prospective randomized controlled multicenter trials: RAVE and RITUXVAS.\textsuperscript{5,7} Although the key conclusion of both studies is roughly the same, there are important differences in study designs and patients’ characteristics that have already been extensively discussed and reviewed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{68–70} For instance, patients in RITUXVAS were older and had worse kidney function than RAVE patients. Primary outcome was steroid-free remission in RAVE, whereas patients in RITUXVAS were allowed to remain on concomitant low-dose steroid therapy to fulfill the primary outcome criterion of sustained remission. The strict primary outcome of complete steroid-free remission most probably accounts for the fact that fewer patients (64%) achieved complete remission after 6 months than in cyclophosphamide studies with comparably ill patients. However, even after 18 months, remission rates did not differ significantly between the rituximab group that had no adjunctive immunosuppressive treatment and the cyclophosphamide group that had ongoing azathioprine treatment (39% vs 33%, respectively).\textsuperscript{71} PR3-ANCA-positive patients were at higher risk for relapse than MPO-ANCA-positive patients, and importantly relapsing patients responded better to rituximab than to cyclophosphamide.\textsuperscript{7,71} Unexpectedly, the rates of infectious complications were similar in both treatment arms during follow-up.\textsuperscript{5,71} This can partly be explained by acquired immunodeficiency due to long-term immunosuppression with prior cyclophosphamide exposure in many patients and by concomitant high-dose corticosteroid therapy. Whether rituximab holds safety advantages over cyclophosphamide in the long-term has to be clarified by prolonged observations.

The major limitations of the randomized trials were the relatively short follow-up periods and the exclusion of certain disease subsets, in particular localized disease, ANCA-negative disease, life-threatening alveolar hemorrhage, and refractory disease. Therefore, the results of RAVE and RITUXVAS cannot readily be extrapolated to all disease subsets. Since the publication of these pivotal trials, there is growing evidence that MPA and GPA are more heterogeneous diseases than supposed before. In addition, new evidence on rituximab efficacy for different disease subsets has arisen in recent years, and will be discussed subsequently.

In regard to the clinical phenotype, recent findings suggest that it might be reasonable to distinguish more than two disease subsets (GPA and MPA). A cluster analysis of European Vasculitis Study Group studies revealed five different phenotype clusters that differed in terms of clinically relevant prognostic parameters, such as survival rates and relapse rates.\textsuperscript{2}
Moreover, GPA and MPA seem to have distinct genetic determinants that may affect clinical phenotypes, and thereby in the future may influence treatment decisions. As already mentioned, PR3-positive patients and patients with GPA had higher relapse rates than patients with MPO antibodies or MPA. In the randomized controlled trials, there were no obvious differences in clinical outcomes between disease subsets, although it has to be stated that both studies were not powered to investigate this. A recent post hoc analysis of the RAVE trial added further insights. It revealed similar efficacy of cyclophosphamide and rituximab in patients with renal involvement, irrespective of diagnosis or antibody specificity. Biomarker data suggest that there may be differences in regard to antibody specificity. Patients with PR3-ANCAs at baseline had a higher probability for being ANCA-negative after rituximab treatment than patients with MPO-ANCAs. However, whether persistence of ANCs is of clinical importance is still a matter of debate, as there are conflicting data about relapse risks in association with ANCA titers. Another post hoc analysis of RAVE investigated treatment responses by ANCA subtype. In PR3-ANCA patients, rituximab was superior to cyclophosphamide and noninferior in MPO-ANCA patients.

Patients with refractory disease represent a special issue, in particular if they present with predominantly granulomatous manifestations. In a German cohort study, cyclophosphamide-refractory GPA patients with localized (n=9) or systemic (n=50) disease were treated with rituximab. Remission was achieved in 9.3%, response to treatment in 61.3%, and 26.7% of patients remained refractory. Whereas vasculitic manifestations responded well to rituximab treatment, significantly lower response rates were seen in granulomatous manifestations, in particular in cases with orbital masses. This has also been shown in a French retrospective multicenter study. None of five patients with orbital granulomas responded to rituximab. In contrast, pulmonary granuloma seem to respond better. Charles et al reported complete remission in 12 of 16 (77%) patients with pulmonary nodules, and a case series of five patients with pulmonary nodules reported sustained efficacy in all patients over a follow-up of 18 months. The reasons for these differences are not fully understood, but distinct tissue-specific reactions to granulomatous inflammations have been postulated that make granuloma-associated B cells more or less prone to immnosuppressive agents.

There are only limited data on rituximab efficacy in ANCA-negative disease. In total, 33 published cases were identified. Some reports suggested that ANCA-negative patients may respond well to rituximab, but most of the reports comprised ANCA-positive and a minority of ANCA-negative patients, and isolated investigation of ANCA-negative patients would be certainly more informative. Moreover, it is currently unclear whether patients with life-threatening disease, in particular alveolar hemorrhage with need for mechanical ventilation, respond sufficiently to rituximab. These patients were excluded from randomized controlled trials. A recent retrospective analysis of 31 patients from the Mayo Clinic, however, suggests that rituximab might even be superior to cyclophosphamide in this situation.

Whether rituximab should be preferred over cyclophosphamide as a first-line agent in severe AAVs is still a matter of debate. The available evidence provides some guidance for the choice of treatment in the individual patient. It may be reasonable to treat relapsing patients and PR3-positive GPA patients with rituximab rather than with cyclophosphamide, as rituximab seems to be superior in these situations. In young patients with fertility concerns, rituximab should be favored as well. However, the long-term efficacy of rituximab remains to be further characterized, and the established long-standing experience with cyclophosphamide as an effective remission-inducing drug justifies its further use, in particular in areas of uncertainty, such as life-threatening disease, ANCA-negative disease, or severe granulomatous disease.

**Maintenance therapy**

Despite induction with oral cyclophosphamide in the cyclophosphamide in systemic vasculitis (CYCLOPS) trial, patients had a relapse rate of 20.8% after a median of 4.3 years. The relapse rate in patients treated with intravenous cyclophosphamide was even higher – 39.5%. Overall, in AAVs, relapses occur at a rate of 50% after 5 years. In the rituximab for ANCA-associated vasculitis (RAVE) trial, complete remission, defined as a Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score/Wegener’s granulomatosis of 0 and the successful taper of prednisone at 6 months, was achieved in 64% of patients. However, after 12 and 18 months, complete remission faded to 48% and 39%, respectively. After induction with intravenous cyclophosphamide, complete remission was reached in 54% initially, and decreased to 39% at 12 months and 33% at 18 months. In the Rituximab versus Cyclophosphamide in ANCA Associated Renal Vasculitis (RITUXVAS) trial, relapses occurred in 21% of rituximab-treated patients and in 18% of cyclophosphamide-treated patients at 24 months. These data clearly highlight the need for maintenance therapy after remission induction with cyclophosphamide as well as with rituximab.
Azathioprine has become the mainstay of maintenance therapy in AAVs, mainly on the basis of the cyclophosphamide versus azathioprine for remission in generalised vasculitis (CYCAZAREM) trial,\(^9\) which found azathioprine to be as effective as oral cyclophosphamide after induction with oral cyclophosphamide. The first randomized prospective study addressing whether rituximab might be effective in the maintenance therapy of AAVs was the Maintenance of Remission using Rituximab in Systemic ANCA-associated Vasculitis I (MAINRITSAN) trial (NCT00748644).\(^9\) This trial included patients with newly diagnosed AAVs. After remission induction with intravenous cyclophosphamide and glucocorticosteroids, patients with GPA (76%), MPA (20%), and renal-limited AAVs (4%) received daily azathioprine or rituximab 500 mg on days 0 and 14 and at months 6, 12, and 18 after study entry. The primary end point was major relapse, defined as reappearance or worsening of the disease with a Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score > 0 and involvement of a major organ, a life-threatening manifestation, or both. A major relapse occurred in 5% of patients treated with rituximab compared to 29% of patients treated with azathioprine. However, the mean prednisone dose at study entry was 17.6±7.3 mg per day, a dose that precludes remission by definition of the European League Against Rheumatism, which proposes a dose of ≤ 7.5 mg per day.\(^9^0\) Furthermore, azathioprine was tapered after 12 months to 1.5 mg/kg/day and after 18 months to 1 mg/kg/day before it was stopped after 22 months, and thus probably was underdosed. Nevertheless, this study proved for the first time that rituximab is effective in the maintenance therapy of AAVs.

The efficacy and safety of rituximab in the maintenance therapy of AAV after remission induction with rituximab is being addressed in an international, open label, randomised controlled trial comparing rituximab with azathioprine as maintenance therapy in relapsing ANCA-associated vasculitis (RITAZAREM; NCT01697267), which is focusing on patients with relapsing AAVs. After induction therapy according to the RAVE trial, patients are randomized to 1,000 mg rituximab at months 4, 8, 12, and 16 or to azathioprine 2 mg/kg/day. For randomization, prednisolone at a dose of ≤ 10 mg/day is required. After tapering, prednisolone is completely withdrawn at month 20. The primary objective is to demonstrate the superiority of rituximab against azathioprine in the prevention of disease flares. The estimated primary completion is December 2016.

The evidence for the duration of maintenance therapy with rituximab of about 2 years and the rationale for the RITAZAREM trial come from retrospective data of a cohort of AAV patients. In this observation, patients who received 1,000 mg rituximab every 6 months for 2 years had a prolonged relapse-free survival at a median of 44 months of follow-up.\(^9^1\) However, up to now, it is not clear whether rituximab should be completely withdrawn after 2 years, be replaced by an alternative agent, eg, azathioprine or methotrexate, or be continued. A retrospective observation described long-term maintenance therapy in AAVs with rituximab 1,000 mg every 3–4 months for more than 2 years, with a low relapse rate and a reasonable safety profile.\(^9^2\) However, 57% of patients had MPO-ANCAs, and thus the cohort may not be representative of GPA patients with a high risk of relapse.

There have been different attempts to reduce further the relapse rate in the maintenance therapy of AAVs. A recent meta-analysis suggested that low-dose glucocorticosteroids reduce the frequency of relapses.\(^9^3\)\(^9^4\) Furthermore, a preliminary retrospective single-centre experience suggested that concomitant conventional maintenance agents could reduce the incidence of relapses.\(^9^5\) However, to evaluate these hypotheses, directly comparative studies over several years would be necessary.

With regard to potential side effects of long-term rituximab, an on-demand strategy based on prognostic biomarkers has been proposed to reduce the cumulative rituximab dose. All patients in the RITUXIVAS trial and 88% in the RAVE trial had B-cell reconstitution at the time of relapse. However, the time range between B-cell reconstitution and relapse was 1–286 days in the RAVE trial. The timing of repeated rituximab applications with fixed time intervals therefore might lead to an overdose. Although increases in the ANCA titer did not predict relapses in the RAVE trial, in a retrospective observation all relapses occurred after B-cell reconstitution and an increase in ANCA levels.\(^9^6\) In the Maintenance of Remission using Rituximab in Systemic ANCA-associated Vasculitis 2 (MAINRITSAN 2) trial (NCT01731561), rituximab 500 mg every 6 months will be compared to triggered rituximab applications based on B-cell reconstitution and ANCA increase.

**Safety**

In the RAVE and RITUXIVAS trials, rituximab unexpectedly equalled the number and patterns of adverse events in cyclophosphamide-treated patients with only slight differences, highlighting the need for meticulous monitoring of patients receiving rituximab.\(^5\)\(^7\) With special regard to bacterial infections, these aspects have been confirmed from cohort observations.\(^8^0\) However, there is substantial additional influence from disease severity, previous medication, and the pattern of organ involvement, as demonstrated from the data of patients with end-stage renal disease from the RITUXIVAS
trial. However, data from randomized and nonrandomized observations suggest that overall, rituximab seems to have a reasonable safety profile in consideration of the severity of the disease and compared to alternative therapeutic options.

With regard to infections, there are concerns about hypogammaglobulinemia, which has been reported to occur in up to a quarter of GPA patients receiving rituximab maintenance. However, a substantial part of hypogammaglobulinemia is caused by previous cyclophosphamides or other immunosuppressants, and long-term rituximab treatment is possible without severe hypogammaglobulinemia in most patients. In the case of hypogammaglobulinemia and recurrent or persistent infections, IgG replacement has been shown to be useful. IgG levels should therefore be monitored under rituximab therapy.

Because of potential hepatitis B reactivation, hepatitis monitoring should be performed before rituximab is started, and in the case of latent hepatitis B infection lamivudine is recommended. Another potential complication of rituximab therapy is JC-polyomavirus reactivation leading to progressive multifocal leuкоencephalopathy, which has been reported in single patients with different autoimmune diseases under therapy with rituximab and other biologic therapies. Up to now, there has been no consistent evidence for malignancies in AAV patients treated with rituximab. Late-onset neutropenia occurs in a minority of patients, precedes B-cell recovery. It seems not to be associated with an increased risk for infections.

Conclusion and future perspectives
Rituximab is a potent agent to induce and maintain remission in patients with AAVs. Although its safety profile in the long term is expected to be better than that of cyclophosphamide, this hypothesis has to be answered by randomized controlled trials and by registry data. Moreover, the optimal initial dosing regimen, the timing of subsequent infusions, and the duration of maintenance therapy remain to be elucidated. Finally, the need for and the amount of concomitant immunosuppressive therapy, in particular corticosteroid dosing, has to be investigated more precisely.
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